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1. INTRODUCTION*

One of the basic differences between normal nuclear matter and

quark matter is that the latter is a color conductor, whereas the

former is a color Insulator^). While in nuclear matter color cannot

leak out appreciably from those little bags (7 - 2 fm3) called nuc-

leons, in the quark-gluon plasma It is free to move anywhere within the

4-voLume occupied by the plasma state. This opens the possibility of

having large-scale collective color oscillations In the plasma, gener-

ating effective (massive) degrees of freedom in the plasma phased)

which substitute the massless gluons.

In the generally accepted picture of the quark-gJuon plasma Its

ground state is given by a thermal distribution of quarks, antiquarks,

and gluons, filling an otherwise empty (so-called perturbatlve) vacuum

In such a way that the colors on the particles add up to local color

neutrality. Any color disbalance In the plasma Is expected to eventu-

ally disappear; Che dominant mechanism to equilibrate color and therm-

alize the energy contained in the perturbation would be provided by

those above-mentioned collective color modes since they show up as

peaks In the dissipative part of the plasma's color response function.
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As an example, let us consider the color-string breaking model for

quark matter formation In heavy ion collisions*"0), where the quarks

and gluons to form the plasma are assumed to be created from Che vacuum

In the strong color electric fields of strings connecting the struck

baryons from the two colliding nuclei. In this model color transport

has to be an important ingredient in understanding equilibration of the

plasma and developing a picture of the so far elusive pre-equllibrlura

stage of quark matter forming In heavy-ion collisions. Furthermore,

estimates of the Initial energy density In the collision based on

hydrodynamic back-extrapolation of measured rapidity dlstr tbut lons^)

are only useful If the concept of local thermal equilibrium underlying

the hydrodynamic framework is applicable to sufficiently small times; a

theory for pre-equlllbrlum dynamics will help extend the extrapolation

backwards in time^) If the equilibration time scale is not small enough

to apply Bjorken's arguments.

In this talk I review our attempts to construct and analyze a kine-

tic theory for plasmas with non-Abellan interactions. After presenting

the basic equations and their justification on the basis of QCD, I will

show you results for the coefficient of color conductivity and the dis-

persion relation for colored plasma oscillations obtained from a linear

response analysis of a near-equilibrium plasma. I will comment on the

damping mechanisms for color oscillations and point out several basic

differences between a QED and a QC9 plasma. In particular I will show

that in QCD there is a difficulty with the sign of the imaginary part

of the plasmon frequency which appears to indicate Instability rather

than damping of color oscillations. I will demonstrate the origin of

chlj sign and speculate on its physical implications, pointing to a

possible need to reorganise our thinking about the physical vacuum in

high-temperature QCD.

2. THE COLOR TRANSPORT EQUATIONS

The essential quantity in a non-equilibrium description of a plasma

Is the particle distribution in phase space. Th" quantum mechanical

version of the phase-space distribution function i3 given by the

Wlgner-function, which Is the Weyl-transfora of the density matrix**).

Us well known uun-relatlvistlc definition can be extended to relatlv-

lstlc gauge He'd theories If proper care is taken to preserve gauge

lnvariancn''10'. The quark-antiquark distribution is determined by the

ensemble average of the following operator ',

. d"y .
F(x,p) UU,x-y/2) if(x+y/2) U(x+y/2,x), (1)

where I|J,IJI are the (Dlrac-splnoi) quark field operators, and U Is given

In terms of the gluon field operator as the path ordered line integral

IJ(x,x-y/2) = P exp(if\a f* A
a(z)dzu) . (2)

L x-y/2

[Because of the Cell-Mann matrices \a in the exponent U is a 3 x 3

matrix.) In general U, and therefore F, depends on the path chosen to

get from x-y/2 via x to x+y/2; although this path dependence turns out

to disappear in the semiclasslcal limit9'10), we have to specify a

particular path to define the quantum theory uniquely. Let us take a

straight line; in this case It can be shown10) that (1) is Identical to

F(x,p)
(2*)"

e-Ip-y e (3)

where DX>M = 3/3xU - i(g/2)[xaAg,. ] is the covarlant derivative oper-

ator, and D+ is its adjoint with the partial derivative acting to the

left. Point-splitting the quark density matrix with the covaviant

derivative representing the quark kinetic momentum, rather than their

canonical momentum, renders the role of the variable ]> in the Weyl-

transform (3) as the classical kinetic momentum manifest in general

(and not only in the semiclassical limit, as would be true for non-

straight paths in (2)). This is a good guiding principle10) for speci-

fying the path In the more general definition (1).

Recently, Elze, Gyulassy, and Vasak10) derived an exact equation of

motion for the quark Wigner-operator (3) from the Dirac equation. The

result Is not yet in a very intuitive form, and much more work is

needed to analyze and interpret their equation. However, In the

semiclasslcal limit (obtained by considering only the lowest order In

momentum derivatives of and color commutators with F) things simplify

considerably, and one obtains"* )



p.Dx F(x.p) + j , F(x,p)] = C(x,p)

where the "collision terra" C contains all higher order terms. If we

neglect the spin effects contained In the third terra on the left and

decompose the equation Into its color trace (singlet component) and

the trace with the 8 X-raatrices (octet components), and finally split

F into Its positive (quark) and negative frequency (antiquark) compon-

ents, we arrive at the classical transport equations^>*l):

f( ,p) -t(C(x,p) (5)

g
PU[3p6ac + gfabc At>(x) t j dabc Fy

fc(x,p) =

(6)

Here, bars denote the antlparticle distribution functions and collision

terras, and the upper (lower) sign is for quarks (antiquarka). These

equations can also be derived as color singlet and octet moments of an

underlying transport equation for a classical, color dependent distri-

bution function defined on an extended color-phase-space°»^) •

Self-consistency of the theory is achieved by requiring the color

mean fields Ap, F^v in (5,6) to be generated by the color current of

the quarks and antiquarks in the plasma:

auFa\'O+gfabcAy(x)Fc
1V(x) = gjat*) = BjpV[£a(x>P)-fa(x,p) ]dP . (7)

Here dp denotes the momentum space integration measure, including the

mass-shell condition.

In addition to eqs. (5,6) there should also be a kinetic equation

for the phase-space distribution of the thermally excited gluons, and a

gluonic contribution to the color current in eq. (7). For gluons the

probleo. of deriving a gauge invariant transport equation has not yet

been solved; therefore they are here omitted. In most of the applica-

tions of the theory below we will be able to correct for the gluonic

contribution a posteriori, such that this omission is not too embarass-

ing. However, already the damping rates for color oscillations Curn

OUL to be dominated by -.genual gluons, and the kinetic theory based on

UIJS. (5-7) alone fails to yield reasonable results. ThereFore, clearly

more work based on the recent progress in the quantum transport theory

has to bo done.

3. EXTERNAL COLOK FIELDS

3.L Color Conductivity

Noting that the collision terras 0, C conserve energy-momentum, bar-

yon number and color, It is easy to derive macroscopic conservation

laws for the baryon current, color current, and energy momentum ten- *

sor^). Performing a near-eqcillbriuia expansion of the conserved cur-

rents, one derives a set of "chromohydrodynamic" equations for a vis-

cous, colored fluid and defines the transport coefficients for shear

and bulk viscosity as well as heat aud color conduction*'-'. For exam-

ple, the color conductivity Censor is defined by the response of a

locally color neutral plasma to an external color field FjJu via an

induced color current

°
Zwhere u* is the local 4-veloclty of the plasma, and Zv is the "color

electric field 4-vector" which in the local rest frame reduces to the

usual electric field vector Eb. Due to the antisymmetry of Fv^, the

components of n^ parallel to u are irrelevant, and in the local rest
a b 11

frame the conductivity tensor has only spacial components a , . For an
3D

isotroplc medium It reduces to a positive Lorentz—scalar a.

We will compute a in the relaxation time model, writing the colli-

sion term as *>

(C^x,p) = - p%p(x) ( V - (fo)/To (9)

where fQ is the equilibrium distribution function. All the physics of

equilibration Is put into the relaxation time Xj which Is assumed to be

Independent of the energy transferred in those collisions. For the

purpose of computing the plasma viscosity the relevant xQ Is argued to

be dominated by quark-quark and quark-gluon scattering'--'"^) and found

to be T 0 . We will see later that this expression Is



not applicable in Che case of color conduction, and chat actually fun-

damental problems occur uhen we try to excracr TQ in (9) from thermal

QCD. But for the moment, let us simply assume we knew what value to

take for Tg. (Note that without a collision term color conduction van-

ishes due Co entropy conservation by Che colllsionless transport equa-

tions11).]

We linearize the kinetic equations around a color neutral thermal

equilibrium configuration, in which Che quark singlet distribution

f{x,p) is given by a Fernii-Dirac distribution f0, and Che occeC dlscrl-

bucions fa and all color fields vanish. In raomencuiu space tc is easy

Co express the Induced octec distribution functions in cerms of Che ex-

ternal color electric field, which can Chen be Inserted lnco Che righc

hand side of eq. (7) Co obtain Che Induced color currenC. One read's

offl6>

U M
_P P_

k.p + lu.p/t.
[fo(l-fQ) + F0(l-f0)] (10)

for an external perturbation wich an arbicrary momencum spectrum Eu(k).

(Note die diagonallcy in color!) We will see In SecCion 4 ChaC Chis

expression is relaced Co che cransverse part of the color response

funcclon of Che quark-gluon plasma. The coefficient of color conducti-

vity Is defined as Che sCaCic field limit of eq. (10), i.e., k,u + 0.

After spilt ting off 16) che Lorentz-tensor structure of eq. (10), we

are left In the static limit with a simple integral over Fermi distri-

bution functions which far massless quarks can be evaluated analycical-

ly. «e find

where ilp Is che well-known contribution from one fennionic spin

degree of freedom Co che elecCrlc screening mass (plasma frequency) in

thermal QCD. Since several spin and flavor degrees of freedum and also

the gluons contribute additively to the induced color current, the full

conduction coefficient is obtained by inserting in (11) Che complece

one-loop result for che plasma frequency,

SJ2 1/6 [(I
f

(12)

Tills procedure ulll be becter justified below when we look ac the com-

pleCe momentum dependence of che color response function.

3.2 Color SLrlng Breaking

The collision term (9) neglects one crucial aspect of a system sub-

jected Co a constant external color electric field, namely the possibi-

lity Co produce qq pairs and gluons from the vacuum by tlie Scliwlnger

mechanism*"''>1"). j n a finite temperature plasma the just computed

color conduction will permit the system to dynamically screen the

external color electric field, thereby reducing particle production.

During the initial phases of a heavy-ion collision, however, and in

particular In Che cencral rapidicy region, particle production will

occur first, and equilibration via a collision term like eq. (9) will

follow. In che flux Cube model'*"6) particle creation occurs from the

colcr eleccrtc field generated between the leading projectile and

target nucleons by color exchange. The differential rate per unit 4-

volume and transverse energy interval dE2 foe chls process Is given by

T "

(13)

where the +(-) sign applies for gluon (quark-antlquark) pair creation

o = sl^eff Is the effective electric color field the produced pair

sees and will be discussed below.

Eq. (13) does not give any information on the longitudinal momentum

distribution of the produced pairs. Since a constant color electric

field is invariant under boost transformations along the direction of

the field, any function of £ = y-n (where y and n are the momentum and

space-time rapidity) that integrates up to eq. (13), generates a pos-

sible longitudinal momentum dependence of the pair creation rate-*). A

particularly simple and still reasonable assumption takes 6(0 as the

rapidity dependence^), which Implies that in any frame particles appear

at point z with a longitudinal velocity v /c = z/t due to the accelera-

Cion in the color electric field.



K.ijatitie and Matsui^) investigated this model in the Abellan ap-

proximation where color degrees of freedom are neglected. In this

caau a = |gE| where E is the Abelian external electric fie Id. They

omitted the VLasov-terra In the kinetic equation (5) (which would lead

tu acceleration of the produced particles in the electric field) argu-

ing that all particles are produced with some transverse momentum and

that the orientation of the electric field switches randomly in this

direction. Therefore, they solved

„ , u £ " e o IsEl ,
6(y-n) (14)

(raassless quarks) where Che source term was expanded In lowest order o
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Fig. 1 Fraction of field energy density EQ 2/2 converted Into particle
energy density, scaled by a factor (T/TC)1*'3. Boost-invariant
hydrodynamic behavior would show up as a constant line and is
approximately achieved for T \ 10T C- From Ref. 5.

the exponential, and boost-lnvarlance of fha solution was imposed In

order to comply with the symmetries of the external field. Introducing

a p.irtlcle furmatlon tluie t0 " E"
1/2, the only parameter ot their

solutions turned out to be the ratio T C/IQ"

Fig. 1 shows the energy density contained in Che produced quark-

antiquary pairs as a function of proper time for the case Tc = To. The

energy axis is scaled by (T/IQ)1*'3 SJCII that boost-invariant hydro-

dyuaraic behavior'^ would show up as a constant line. Ono sees that

the hydrodynamic region (local equilibrium) Is only attained at proper

cimes about an order of magnitude longer than the basl'w formation and

uqul'ibratlon times tQ,Tc. The particle energy density never exceeds

about 1/4 of the initially present field energy density'', due to

rapid expansion. Extrapolating the measured energy density (from

rapidity distributions) back In time along the Bjork.cn scaling curve

overestimates the energy density near XQ by a factor 2-5.

Obviously the Abellan model is somewhat oversimplified because It

neglects gluon production, which may enhance the particle energy den-

sity at small times considerably. Recently Gyulassy and Iwazaki0' were

able to properly Include the color degrees of freedom into Schwlnger's

pair-creation formula. They noted that a constant color electric field

can always by a global gauge choice be rotated such that it has only

components in the 3 and 8 direction of color space. To the extent that

higher order non-Abelian interactions between the produced particles

can be neglected, the Wlgner function of the produced quark-antiquark

pairs will also be diagonal In color. I.e., a superposition of the unit

matrix and i, and XQ• In this sense the problem looks Abelian, but

still the effect o£ a, say, £a field on red quarks is different from

that on blue or gieen quarks, implying different pair creation rates.

Writing the color components of the quark distribution function as

dlag(fr, fg, f(,) (rather than as singlet and octet components as In

eqs. (5,6)) and introducing the three root vectors tr = (1/2, 1/2/3),

t = (-1/2, 1/2/1), * = (0, -1//1) they showed chat the effective
S b

interaction of quarks of color i (1 = r,b,g) with f̂ o color electric

field £ = (E3,E8) is given by the product ge^-E. In the formula for
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the pair creation rate this effective field has still to be corrected

for the interaction between the produced pair which leads to partial

screening of the external field^':

a(ei,E) Igei-E " j oA (15)

Here A Is the transverse area of the color string formed between the

produced pair, and 0 = g2/2A is the string tension of the adjoint

string (which has a single color octet charge on each end).

Inserting everything into eqs. (5,6), we obtain the generalization

of eq. (14) for the quarks (1 = r,b,g)

(16)

£n[l - exp(-iE*/o(ei,E))]S(y-n) •

Following Gyulassy and Iwazaki6), I note that no AJ or A[J gluons

will be produced from the external field, and that for the remaining

six "charged" gluons Me can define root vectors nij - £i - ej In cerms

of which the effective field in the gluon pair creation rate becomes
• * 31)

o(n ,E) as defined in (15). I therefore expect for the gluons an

equation similar in structure to (16):

P av [—:r8 nij-Fuu 3 p
V] f l j

(17)

zn[l

This rather wild guess may serve as another hint as to the possible

color structure of the so li.- missing kinetic equation for the gluons.

4. COLOR OSCILLATIONS

* In section 3.1 we computed the color current induced in an equili-

brium plasma by an external color perturbation. Inserting the result

into the YM equation and keeping seif-consistently all terms linear in

the perturbations, we can determine the color fields induced by the

perturbation. We find16)

11

(18)
k2 -

The curly braciiet defines the color response function, separated Into a

longitudinal (-Q ) and a transverse (-p ) part; It Is dlagnnal In

color. The scalar functions Mf L, depend on the momentum k of the

external perturbation and are given by Integrals similar in structure

to eq. (10); Cor massless quarks they are easily calculated analyt ical-

ly. Let's take the collislonless limit (x0 + »); we then Eindl9)

l - n2 + \ n(r,2-l) JLn^] ;ML (n) = m
(19)

MT (n) = [*lL - ML(n)]/2 •

Hure n = n/K Is the ratio of frequency and momentum of the color per-

turbation evaluated in the plasma center of mass frairt!. m2 is again

the contribution to the screening mass from a single spinless quark

flavor; surprisingly, the n-dependence of M ^ T agrees with the high

temperature limit of the one-quark-Ioop contribution to the theraai

gluon polarization operator-"). Furthermore, in that limit the gluon

loops are known'-0' to have exactly the same n dependence, such that

their only contribution Is by changing the value of the electric

screening mass to eq. (12). This justifies our procedure to correct

the color response function for thermal gluon effects by simply adjust-

ing the value for m ..

The poles in (18) determine the dispersion relation for collective

color oscillations* They are shown in Fig. 2- There is one longitu-

dinal and one transverse optical mode, both starting at the plasma

frequency n » m //T. There are no acoustical modes starting at
p el

II = G. The effect of a baryonlc chemical potential is rather weak as

It turns out that the gluons dominate the dispersion relation. Note

that both modes always stay in the timelike region ti2 > K2, in contrast

to electrodynamic plasmas where the longitudinal mode becomes spacellke

for sufficiently large K ^ * " ^ ) . This is due to the raasslessness of the

gluons contributing to the collective oscillations, whereas in QED only

the massive electrons take part.
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Fig. _2_ Dispersion relation for longitudinal (L) and transverse (T)
colored plasma oscillations. Parameters: g=2.0 (as=0.32);
mu(j=10 MeV, ms=150 HeV; T=200 HeV. The effect of a baryonic
chemical potential associated with u and d quarks (dashed vs.
solid lines) is minimal. From Ref. 19.

5. DAMPING RATES - THE POSSIBLE INSTABILITY OF THE PERTURBATIVE VACUUM

EVEN AT HIGH T

For n < 1 the logarithm In (19) develops an imaginary part. In thi

QED case therefore the frequency obtains a negative imaginary part

wherever the dispersion relation is spacellke; this results in the BO-

13.

called collislonless or Landau damping for longitudinal plasma modes.

The underlying mechanism is chat electrons in the plasma get scattered

by Che potential of the collective wave, or in Feynuian diagram lan-

guage, quanta of the collective mode get absorbed on the thermally dis-

tributed electrons (or quarks and gluons in the QCD case, Fig. 3a,b).

Fig. 3 Damping mechanisms for colored plasma oscillations: Landau
damping due to absorption of collective quanta (wavy lines)
by a Ihermal quark (a) or a (massless) gluon (b); decay of the
collective mode into thermal qq pairs (c) or gluon pairs (d).

However, this process Is klnematlcally forbidden If the collective

momentum Is timelike, and therefore the QCD plasma oscillations of

Fig. 2 never experience Landau damping. In that sense, a QCD plasma Is

quite different from electrodynamic plasmas. Hovever, this does not

Imply that QCD plasmons are undamped; the collective modes can decay by

gluon or quark pair creation (Fig. 3c,d). The pair decay processes are

only possible In the tiraelike region; the mass-threshcia R2-K2 > 4mz

effectively suppresses them in usual electrodyEamic plasmas, but due to

the masslessness of gluons is hardly effective In the QCD plasroi. For

finite baryon density the qq decay gets Pauli suppressed, but the gluon

pair decay is present for all values of u and, due to Bose enhancement

and the large number of final star.e degrees of freedom, always

dominant.
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Obviously, these decay processes change the number of particLes and

can therefore not be described without a collision terra In the kinetic

equation. Weldon^) has shoun how the Imaginary part of the color

polarization operator (which describes these decay processes) can be

brought Into a form that resembles a collision term of the Boltzraann or

Uohltng-Uhlenbeck cype, or even the relaxation time model of eq. (9).

Taking the dominant decay Into a pair of gluons, the Imaginary part of

the thermal gluon-loop contribution yields for the rate in Landau gauge

and in the zero momentum l

"F coLh<np/«> (20)

Here we tried to Interpret r as an Inverse relaxation time"), but

tc came out with a negative sign! The qq decay contributes a positive,

but smaller number so that the net result is still negative. What

happened?

This question was recently attacked in a somewhat different

approach by Jorge Lopez et al.25). They computed the disslpative part

of the color response function (which is related to the real part of

the gluon polarization operator by a fluctuation—dissipation theor-

em*^)) directly from thermal <JCD in the one-loop approximation, using

real-time Feynman rulesz0>26). In Fig. 4 we show the imaginary part of

the (color) dielectric function which is related to the longitudinal

part of the color response function (polarization * 6 2 0

Im e = - —, Im n. - coth w (21)

We see that both at zero temperature (where the imaginary part vanishes

for n2 < K2 since there are no thermally excited particles present to

allow the processes in Fig. 3a,b) and at finite T the sign of the Imag-

inary part stays the same throughout momentum space for all T, but

switches from QED to QCD. At T => 0 the sign change is easily identi-

fied; the imaginary part stems from the logarithm in

g2 (-k2/M2) , (23)

via £n(-k2/M2) = in|k2/M2| -in 9(k2). The sign switch of the imaginary

15

Im

ii=Kc

T = O T»O

QCD:

T=O

flvKc

T»0

Fig. 4 Sign of the imaSinary part of the (color) dielectric function
— in QED and QCD at zero and finite teraperatire. Im e peaks

along the longitudinal collective mode as indicated.
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part Is the same as that of the real part uhlch changes the direction

of running of the effective coupling constant, i.e., infrared freedom

(QEO) into asymptotic freedom (QCD). Finite temperature effects do not

influence the sign but rather "enhance" it because now Im e develops a

strong peak along the longitudinal collective mode^-*'. The positive

sign of Im e in QED Is usually interpreted^?) as being necessacy £or

stability of the system against electromagnetic perturbations: energy

dissipates from the perturbation into the system (most effectively

through -he collective mode), and the perturbation is damped away.

Figure 4 Indicates the opposite in QCD^S); except In a small

stable region of space like momenta (K less than several times T),

color perturbations receive spontaneously energy from the system (irre-

spective of temperature) and get amplified, most strongly so along the

longitudinal dispersion relation; Che decay of the perturbatlve vacuum

(thermal ground state) into gluon pairs seems t:o be the doorway channel

for this instability. The instability does not seem to care about

deconfInement at high temperature (as indicated by Debye screening of

color electric fields) or the smallness of the coupling constant. This

indicates a problem In the magnetic sector. Indeed, at T = 0 It Is

known that the perturbatlve vacuum is unstable against spontaneously

developing a constant color magnetic field"); however, the minimum

in the effective potential at finite values of B evaporates at large T,

apparently indicating restoration of the perturbative vacuum^"'.

Fortut.3tely, there is a hole in this argument: in the calculation of

the effective potential an unstable model (leading to an imaginary part

of the potential) is usually neglected. At I » 0 this mode was shown

to lead to a complicated structure of electric vortex lines in the QCD

vacuum^"). This mode keeps contributing to the effective potential

at high temperatures, and my guess is that it is also responsible for

the Instability found above.

If this turnB out to be really true, a major revision of our basic

picture of the quark-gluon plasma seems indicated. Starting from the

above string-breaking picture to generate quarks and gluons, the

chances that they ever approach that local equilibrium state of

17

thermally distributed quarks and gluous in an otherwise emply vacuum,

that we like so much, are essentially nero. Entirely different degrues

of freedom will have to be used if, for example, the assumption of

local equilibrium and a hydrodynamic treatment Is expected to make

sense.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under

contract DE-AC02-76CH0O016.
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